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Abstract 
Enterprise Integration (EI) and business process reengineering (BPR) both require busi
ness process modelling methods to assess and reengineer enterprise behaviour and func
tionality in order to create better synergy among business entities. IDEF3 and the 
CIMOSA process model are such methods. These two methods are reviewed and com
pared in this paper with regards to common business process modelling structures neces
sary to model industrial systems and manufacturing enterprises. Applications of the 
methods to the modelling of structured and semi-structured processes as well as to non
deterministic and concurrent processes are also discussed. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

Enterprise Integration (EI) is concemed with braking down organisational barriers to 
improve synergetic effects and increase overall productivity within an enterprise 'or 
among cooperative enterprises (Bemus et al., 1996; Vemadat, 1996a). Central to EI is the 
modelling of enterprise activities and business processes to assess and rationalise enter
prise functionality and enterprise behaviour (Vernadat, 1996b). CIMOSA (AMICE, 1993) 
and IDEF3 (Mayer et al., 1992) both promote a horizontal approach based on a modelling 
method enforcing the business process concept (as opposed to previous vertical ap
proaches focusing on organisational functions). Both can be used in business process re
engineering (BPR) or systems engineering projects. They are presented and compared in 
this paper as state of the art workflow methods to model manufacturing environments. 
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2 IOEF3 

IOEF3 is a process description capture method for Concurrent Engineering (CE), Total 
Quality Management (TQM) and BPR initiatives (Mayer et ai., 1992). It has been devel
oped as part of the IOEF suite of methods in the ICAM project supported by the US Air 
Force. 

IOEF3 complements IOEFO, a functional modelling notation, and IOEFlx, an infor
mation system modelling technique based on the entity-relationship model. IOEF3 intro
duces a process-centred view to the IOEF method. It is itself complemented by IOEF4, a 
method for modelling enterprise objects in the form of Object State Transition Networks 
(OSTNs) and IOEF5, a method for acquiring CIM ontologies (Benjamin et al., 1995). 

Basic elements of the IOEF3 process description method include (Mayer et aZ., 1992): 

- Units of Behaviour (UOBs) to defme process steps (i.e. operations, activities or sub
processes) 

- Three types of links (precedence, relational and object flow) to describe interrelations 
between two UOBs 

- Three types of junctions (AND, XOR and OR junctions) which can be used as fan-in 
(convergent) and fan-out (divergent) junctions in either the synchronous or the asyn
chronous mode to formulate process flow description. This makes up to ten types of 
junction possibilities: four ANDs, four ORs and two XORs (the synchronous XOR has 
no meaning). 

In addition, the concept of referent is used to refer to other models or previously defined 
parts of the model (e.g. a UOB, a junction, an object, a scenario, a note, an OSTN). Ref
erents are also used to build "go-to" statements. Referents can be unconditional, asyn
chronous or synchronous. 

Each of these constructs is defined in the IOEF3 formalism by means of a description 
template with predefined entries and by a graphical representation illustrated by Figure 1. 
Figures 2 and 3 provide examples of a process and one of its sub-processes expressed in 
IOEF3 about controlling items of an equipment to be assembled as a kit. 

3 CIMOSA 

CIMOSA is a reference architecture for enterprise integration in manufacturing developed 
by the ESPRIT Consortium AMICE (AMICE, 1993). It includes an enterprise modelling 
framework based on a process-centred approach, an enterprise engineering methodology 
based on the system life cycle concept and an integrating infrastructure for enterprise 
integration. In this paper, only its modelling framework, and especially its process model 
(Vemadat, 1993), is considered. 

The CIMOSA process modelling language is a formal language and has no official 
graphical formalism because graphics are always ambiguous. It is made of a set of mod
elling constructs defmed as object classes embedding declarative and procedural language 
statements. The language addresses the four CIMOSA views: function view, information 
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view, resource view and organisation view. Thus, the set of constructs covers the con
cepts of domains, events, domainlbusiness processes, enterprise activities, functional 
operations, functional entities (resources), enterprise objects, object views, organisation 
units and organisation cells (CIMOSA Association, 1996). 
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Activities, specifying the enterprise functionality, are defined by their name, their inputs 
(function, control and resource), their outputs (function, control, resource), the function 
transforming inputs into outputs and the set of all their possible termination statuses, 
called ending statuses. Function inputs and outputs are object states transformed by the 
activity, control inputs are objects used but not modified by the activity, control output 
gives the ending status of the activity upon its completion as well as events generated 
during the activity execution (if any), resource inputs are objects used as resources and 
resource outputs give information about the resource status at the end of the activity. 
Finally, the transformation function of an activity is in most cases defmed by procedural 
statements involving functional operations, Le. atomic commands (or requests) to be 
executed by functional entities (Le. active resources or actors of the enterprise). 

In CIMOSA, the control flow of a business process for describing enterprise behaviour 
is defmed by means of a declarative language made of statements of the form: 

WHEN (condition) DO action 

called behavioural rules in which: 
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- "condition" is a Boolean expression on events (or triggers) and/or expressions on termi
nation statuses of process steps (denoted by ES(F) where ES stands for "ending status" 
and F is either an activity or a sub-process) 
- "action" is the active part and indicates what to do next (i.e. it indicates the name(s) of 
activity(ies)/pl'Ocess(es) to execute when the triggering condition is satisfied). 

4 BUSINESS PROCESS MODELLING 

In this section, common workflow structures for modelling manufacturing environments 
or industrial systems and suitable for BPR are discussed on the basis of examples of 
Figures 2 and 3. 

4.1 Process start 

IDEF3 does not explicitly model process starts. In CIMOSA, domain processes are trig
gered by nothing but events (one event or a logical combination of event occurrences). 
Events indicate that a fact has happened requiring some action. The process start rule for 
the example of Figure 2 is as follows: 

WHEN (START WITH event_RE) DO Receive_Equipment 

indicating that an occurrence of Receive_Equipment will be executed as soon as an oc
currence of event_RE occurs. If the process needs to be started by two events, event_l 
and event_2, we can write: 

WHEN (START WITH event_l AND event_2) DO Receive_Equipment 

4.2 Sequential structures 

Both IDEF3 and CIMOSA provide a sequential structure. In IDEF3, this is modelled by 
the precedence link, an oriented arrow as shown in Figure 2. CIMOSA provides (1) a 
conditional sequential rule and (2) a forced sequential rule using the reserved word "any" 
meaning that whatever the ending status ES(x) of process step x is, the process can go 
forward as soon as x is completed. Examples for Figure 2 are: 

WHEN (ES(Receive_Equipment) = any) DO Control_Item 
WHEN (ES(ControUtem) = done) DO Assemble_Kit 

4.3 Conditional structures (branching) 

The conditional (or fork or branching) structure can be expressed either by a fan-out OR 
or by a fan-out XOR in IDEF3. The fan-out XOR indicates that one and only one alterna
tive from several alternatives will be executed next (See, Figures 2 or 3). A fan-out OR 
indicates that one or several or even all of the possible alternatives can be executed next 
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and in any order (i.e. k among n alternatives, with l~). In CIMOSA, only the XOR 
structure is provided. An example with two alternatives for Figure 2 is: 

WHEN (ES(ControUtem) = more-items) DO ControCltem 
WHEN (ES(ControUtem) = done) DO Assemble_Kit 

4.4 Spawning structures 

The spawning structure is used either in synchronous or asynchronous mode to start n 
parallel paths (n2:2) in a workflow. In IDEF3, the fan-out AND junction box is used 
(Figure 3). In CIMOSA, the parallel operator (&) is used in the action clause for asyn
chronous spawning as follows for the example of Figure 3: 

WHEN (ES(To_Contact_Electronician) = E&Mdiag) DO 
To_Make _ Mechanical_Diagnostic & To_Make _Electronic_Diagnostic 

For the synchronous mode, the reserved word SYNC must be used as follows: 

WHEN (ES(To _ Contact_ Electronician) = E&Mdiag) DO 
SYNC (To_Make _ Mechanical_Diagnostic & To_Make _Electronic_Diagnostic) 

4.5 Rendez-vous structures 

The rendez-vous structure is the symmetric structure of the spawning one. It is modelled 
by fan-in AND in IDEF3 and in CIMOSA by rules of the following form: 

WHEN (ES(EAi)=si AND ES(BPj)=sj AND ... ) DO EAn) 

For instance, for Figure 3 we can write: 

WHEN (ES(To_Make_MechanicaCDiagnostic) = MOK AND 
ES(To _Make_Electronic_Diagnostic )=EOK) DO To_Order _ And _ Collect_Material 

IDEF3 allows the use of synchronous fan-in AND. However, since all parallel paths being 
executed must be fInished to complete a rendez-vous and proceed further, there is no real 
need for such a structure for discrete processes because control must wait until the com
pletion of the latest path in the set. The structure can be useful for continuous processes. 

4.6 Loop structures 

Most workflow languages do not explicitly include a loop statement. Both in IDEF3 and 
CIMOSA, the loop must be constructed using a branching structure. 

In IDEF3, a loop can be constructed in two ways. The fIrst one is to use an XORjunc
tion box followed by two branches: one going back to the loop entry point (an upstream 
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UOB or junction box in the workflow) and the other one going to the rest of the work
flow. The second way consists of using a go-to statement, i.e. using a referent from an 
XOR junction box onto a UOB or even a connector upstream in the workflow. IDEF3 
recommends to use the second way because there is a rule in IDEF3 saying that it is not 
allowed to have. arrows going from right to left in an IDEF3 diagram. 

In CIMOSA, the loop is constructed using a branching rule as follows (assuming that 
EA-! precedes EA-2 and EA-3 follows EA-2 in the workflow): 

WHEN (ES(EA-2) = s2) DO EA-3 
WHEN (ES(EA-2) = loop-condition) DO EA-I 

4.7 Roll-back structures 

Roll-back structures can be found in engineering processes in which the process can 
execute up to a certain point where it is realised that it goes to a dead-end and that control 
must be passed to an earlier point upstream in the process to come back to a previous 
state and resume from that state, ignoring what was previously done after it. Neither 
IDEF3 nor CIMOSA supports this structure. 

4.8 Process end 

IDEF3 does not explicitly model process ends. In CIMOSA, the end of a process is speci
fied by rules containing only the reserved word FINISH in the action part. For instance, 
for the sub-process of Figure 3, we will write: 

4.9 Comparison 

To compare a workflow description in IDEF3 and CIMOSA, the full process behaviour of 
the sub-process of Figure 3 follows (for sub-processes, the starting rule has no event): 

WHEN (START) DO To_Contact_Electronician 
WHEN (ES(To _ Contact_Electronician) = Ediag)00 To _Make_Electronic_Diagnostic 
WHEN (ES(To_Contact_Electronician) = E&Mdiag) 

DO To_Make _Mechanical))iagnostic & To _Make _Electronic_Diagnostic 
WHEN (ES(To _ Make_Electronic_Diagnostic) = any) 

DO To_Order_And_Collect_Material 
WHEN (ES(To_Make_Mechanical_Diagnostic) = MOK 

AND ES(To _Make_Electronic _ Diagnostic)=EOK) 
DO To_Order_And_Collect_Material 

WHEN (ES(To_Order_And_Collect_Material) = Done) DO FINISH 
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As the example shows, the complete process behaviour can be expressed in CIMOSA in a 
formal and non ambiguous way using WHEN DO declarative statements. Because these 
statements can be expressed as Hom clauses or as Prolog statements, this makes possible 
the definition of consistency checking procedures based on logics. 

5 CONCURRENT PROCESSES 

Manufacturing enterprises can be viewed as complex dynamic systems made of many 
communicating and/or concurrent processes which need to be synchronised. 

5.1 Communicating processes 

There are two basic mechanisms to handle communicating processes (Hoare, 1985). 
Communication can be made: 

- by message passing 
- by shared memory 

IDEF3 only provides the relational link (dashed arrow) between two UOBs (of the same 
process) or the use of a referent (from a UOB of a process onto a UOB of another proc
ess) to model interaction between two processes. The concept of messages does not exist 
inIDEF3. 

In CIMOSA, communication between two processes can be established by message 
passing (through identified channels) or by shared memory at the activity level. This is 
realised by means of the use of predefined functional operations in the activity behaviour 
description. Available functional operations are (CIMOSA Association, 1996): 

- request (a, c, m) to ask for message or data m via channel c from activity a 
- receive (a, c, m) to receive message or data m via channel c from activity a 
- send (a, c, m) to send message or data m via channel c to activity a (a is undefined in 

the case of a broadcast) 
- acknowledge (a) to let activity a know that the message/data sent has been received 

The difficulty is to make sure that a given activity sends/receives the right message from 
the right receiver/sender activity (occurrence identification problem). 

5.2 Process synchronisation 

In many cases, concurrent processes need to be explicitly synchronised. They are implic
itly synchronised in the model by resource access in the case of shared resources and by 
the flow of objects flowing from one process to another. However, other mechanisms 
influencing the control flow are required. IDEF3 only considers the flow of objects. 

In CIMOSA, processes can be synchronised in three ways: 
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- by events: Events are used to derme starting conditions of processes. Events can be 
timers (clock times), real world happenings (e.g. customer order arrivals, machine 
break-downs) or requests. Events can come from the outside world (extemal requests) 
or from the system itself (raised by resources or by activities). In CIMOSA, an activity 
can raise an event (issued as a control output) by means of the CreateEvent predefmed 
functional operation. Therefore, a process can generate an event which will start an
other process which can in turn generate results for the calling process using synchro
nisation by messages. 

- by messages: An activity of a running process can send a message (a request) to an
other activity of another running process using primitives presented in section 5.1. This 
caters for synchronous or asynchronous communications (e.g. message passing or 
hand-shaking). 

- by objectjlows: Objects created by one activity ofa process are used by other activities 
of the same process or of other processes. Availability of object inputs is defined as 
pre-conditions to the start of activities. 

6 NON-DETERMISTIC PROCESSES 

6.1 Non deterministic workflow 

Most business process modelling languages and tools are well suited to describe well
structured processes, i.e. processes the control flow of which is completely known and 
deterministic. Few methods address ill-structured processes. CIMOSA provides two 
special behavioural rules to cope with these situations: 

- The run-time choice rule: It is used in a process when there is an exclusive choice 
(XOR) among several alternatives at a given process step. Only one alternative will be 
executed as decided by the resource at run-time. Example: 

WHEN (EF(EFl) = sl) DO XOR (EF2, EF3, EF4) 

- The unordered set rule: It is used when a set of process steps, seen as a sub-process, 
must all be executed next by the same resource(s) but the exact order of execution is not 
known and will be decided by the resource(s) at run-time. Example (A is the name of the 
set seen as a sub-process): 

WHEN (ES(EFl) = sl) DO A = AND (EF2, EF3, EF4) 

IDEF3 only provides the OR junction box (which is semantically ill-defined) to cope with 
these situations. Extensions to IDEF3 based on these rules and called IDEF3x to deal with 
semi-structured processes and non-structured activities have been recently proposed (El 
Mhamedi et al., 1996). 
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6.2 Exception handling 

Another way to deal with non-detenninism is to address exceptions. Only foreseeable 
exceptions can be detected in the model. Other types of exceptions require the interven
tion of a control system or supervisor monitoring the execution of the model. 

CIMOSA provides two mechanisms for exception handling both at the process and activ
ity description levels, namely: 

- time-out mechanism: the activity or the process is stopped after a fixed elapsed time, 
its ending status forced to a pre-defined value and control is forced according to that 
value, 

- watch-dog mechanism: an exception condition is defined as a predicate and, when it 
happens to become true during activity or process execution, an event is created and 
generated which triggers an exception handling process. In this case, the faulty process 
is stopped and its ending status forced to a pre-defined value. 

No such mechanisms are defmed in IDEF3. Exceptions can only be documented and 
recorded as comments in plain text in the template fonn attached to UOBs. 

7 CONCLUSION AND RELEVANCE TO BPR 

In this paper, two methods for modelling business processes and enterprise activities have 
been compared on the basis of the most common structures necessary to model manufac
turing environments like in EI or BPR projects. The first one, IDEF3, is a diagrammatic 
method well-suited as a business user language to capture system requirements. The 
second one, derived from CIMOSA, is more complete and can be applied at the business 
level for requirements definition but also at the design specification level as a semi
fonnal description technique. Because of its graphical notation, IDEF3 has been found 
ambiguous in a number of situations which can be more properly handled by CIMOSA. 

The paper has identified a number of typical situations that any workflow language 
should address for advanced business process modelling. The BPR analyst can therefore 
compare modelling languages of interest to him or her against these basic patterns and 
assess their suitability for hislher targeted BPR project. 
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